Not so fast

New law in Malta caps size of
future apartment complexes
in the rapidly growing town.
MICHAEL DeMASI, 14
NOVEMBER 17-23, 2017
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The region is home to several
successful video game developers.
Fixing a previously approved state tax
credit could bring more companies to
New York. LIZ YOUNG, 13
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Tax credit update
could grow video
game industry in NY
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Mary Cheeks was named GM of Rivers
Casino and Resort long before it
opened. Last week, it was announced
she left the job. MICHAEL DeMASI, 3
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Casino manager
leaves position

A DIFFERENT
KIND OF
FOOTBALL
CULTURE
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Our colleges are known for
producing professionals,
not football stars. We don't
have giant stadiums or
big budgets, but fans say
there's something special
about college football here.
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Most-valuable title
could change hands
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Momentive's IPO on the New York
Stock Exchange could make it the
most valuable public company in the
area. ROBIN K. COOPER, 16
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BY ROBIN K. COOPER | PAGE 4
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VIEWPOINT | PAGE 26
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TECHNOLOGY

GE'S $1B IN CUTS
COULD HIT AREA 14

10 MINUTES WITH

HEADLINEHAS
YOGURT
GOES
BEEN
IN SWEET
HERELYFOR
XX FARM OWNERS 27

Area's largest
colleges and
universities 8-12
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ALBANY BUSINESS REVIEW

$42.5M

$55.7M
$92.5M

University of Notre Dame
$98.5M
$86.6M

$37.4M

$97.1M

Penn State University
$75.5M

$36.1M

University of Oklahoma
$35.9M

$94.1M

Clemson University
$34.7M

$45.9M

Syracuse University
$23.2M

$38.2M

University at Buffalo
$7.5M | $7.5M
University at Albany
$4M | $4.4M
Union College
$604,000 | $605,000
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
$566,000 | $659,000
SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
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University of Michigan

ike Newell rarely misses a
Union College football game
in his 29 years as a season
ticket holder.
He arrived nearly four
hours before the start of Union’s homecoming game against Hobart College at
Frank Bailey Field in Schenectady. Hundreds of fans were scattered around the
hillside overlooking the field, tossing
footballs, grilling burgers and sipping
beers before kickoff.
“This is why I love Union College
football,” Newell says. It wasn’t about
the food. And it wasn’t the tailgate party. Newell pointed to two of his fellow
tailgaters — former Union College linebackers Ed Larkin and Mark Michalisin.
“It’s the relationships you build with
the players, the parents and the alumni ... I get to watch these guys come in
as boys and see them become successful young men,” Newell says. “The players are not trying to make it to the pros.
They are on the field because they love
the game.”
Newell is wearing a white apron over
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Ohio State University

BY ROBIN K. COOPER
rcooper@bizjournals.com
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$39M
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$41.9M
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Auburn University
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Florida State University
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$103.9M

$56.2M

FANS, PLAYERS HERE
FOR GAME THEY LOVE
ls

University of Alabama
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Expenditures

ROBIN K. COOPER
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Several of the nation’s top teams spent
more than $30 million on their football
teams in the 2015-16 school year.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL
EXPENDITURES AND REVENUE
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BY THE NUMBERS
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Mike Newell, CEO of Ener-G-Rotors in
Rotterdam, attends nearly every Union
College home game: ‘The players ... are
on the field because they love the game.’

ROBIN K. COOPER

Jeff Behrman, Union College head football coach, was hired in 2016. He’s
leading the Dutchmen to their first winning season in five years.
his maroon Union football shirt as he
grills sandwiches and checks on crockpots of queso and macaroni and cheese.
The chief executive of Ener-G-Rotors in
Rotterdam only saw two games while
he was a chemistry student at Union in
the early 1970s. He hasn’t missed more
than two or three games in the past 29
years. Newell catches practice when he

can. And he is among the 2,535 fans
who turned out for homecoming this
year.
The crowd is small in comparison to
the 100,000 seats that Penn State and
the University of Michigan fill for each
of their home games. What stands out
about Newell and his fellow tailgaters
is how passionate they are about Union
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NOVEMBER 17, 2017

THEY SAID IT

WHAT FOOTBALL
MEANS FOR THE
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

ROBIN K. COOPER

ENROLLMENT
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BIGGER SCHOOLS, BIGGER SPENDING

How undergraduate enrollment in the 2015-16 school year compared between local
colleges and universities and schools with bigger football program:
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40,898

students at Ohio State University
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14,127
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12,151

students at University at Albany

2,200

students at Union College

5,778
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students at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, a private engineering and research school in
Troy. The region’s only Division I football program is the University at Albany.
UAlbany athletic director Mark
Benson was recruited three years ago
to increase the state school’s fan base
after the school built the $18 million,
8,500-seat Casey Stadium. Average
home game attendance increased from
4,000 five years ago to 5,953 last season.
This year’s homecoming game drew a
crowd of 8,919.
“It’s starting to take off,” Benson says.
“We want to get to 9,000 fans for every
game ... It will happen as we continue changing people’s perception about
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ball and even high school football are a
part of life.
“In northeastern Ohio, even if you
didn’t play high school football, on Friday
nights you still went to the game,” he says.
Behrman was quarterback of his high
school team and went on to become
quarterback and captain of the team at
John Carroll University, a private school
outside Cleveland with an enrollment
similar in size to Union. Six of Behrman’s college teammates are coaching
in the National Football League.
Football is not as big a part of the culture in the Albany region, even though
there are 23 colleges here.
The 11-county area is home to 1.2
million people and two Division III
football programs — Union and rival

“Football is a
microcosm of
life. It doesn’t
define me.
The reason
why you coach is because
you have a chance to help
develop people as human
beings. You have a player
who comes back years
later and says ‘I know why
you were tough on me. You
saw something in me that
could make me be different’
... Coaching is delayed
gratification.”
JEFF BEHRMAN, Union College
football coach, sharing a lesson he
learned while working with Chuck
Priore, head coach of the Stony Brook
University football team.

students at Syracuse University

Jo

and its Division III football program.
They see Union football as a bastion
of an era before there were concerns
about the commercialization of bigtime college sports. They see football as
a community that is part of the college
experience at a time when a growing
number of Division I football programs
are starting to look more like corporations and less like a part of an educational institution.
Today, there are two dozen Division
I schools that spend more than $30
million a year on football. Five years
ago, there were two. It’s a new reality that critics say is changing the culture of big-time college sports. Athletic
departments at schools with the most
successful programs are driven to focus
less on education and more on money
and entertainment.
“At the biggest schools, it is all about
money,” says Gilbert M. Gaul, a twotime Pulitzer Prize winner and author
of “Billion Dollar Ball,” a 2015 book
about the influence of money on college football. “There are athletic departments turning into ATM machines so
they can build big facilities so they can
impress 17- and 18-year-olds.”
Division III schools operate much differently, Gaul says. There are no scholarships, and budgets are much smaller.
Union, for example, spends $600,000 a
year on football.
Most Division III schools, Gaul says, are
not out looking to recruit the biggest and
best talent in the country. When a Division III team has a losing season or misses the playoffs, it does not always mean
the coach will be fired. Not so at the Division I level, where high salaries and multimillion-dollar stadiums and scoreboards
come with an expectation of winning.
Union won five games in three years,
including an 0-11 season in 2015, before
recruiting head coach Jeff Behrman to
rebuild the program in January 2016.
Behrman is a former offensive coordinator from Stony Brook University, a
Division I school on Long Island. Now,
he is leading Union to its first winning
season in five years.
“When you coach at a place with the
academic rigors of a school like Union,
the students play for the love of the
game,” Behrman says. “My philosophy
about coaching changed six or seven
years ago. It’s not about where I am at,
it’s about who I am with.”
At Union, Behrman is part of a
school with an enrollment of 2,200
students. Of the 89 players on his roster, 30 major in economics and 12 are
engineering majors. The players tend
to be much more analytical and much
smaller when compared to rosters at
large Division I programs. The average
weight of a Union offensive lineman is
272 pounds. Look at Ohio State University’s starting roster and you’ll find
linemen who are 38 pounds heavier and
close to 4 inches taller.
Behrman grew up surrounded by
football culture. His family lived in Stow,
Ohio, surrounded by Cleveland Browns
and Pittsburgh Steelers fans. The community is located in the heart of Big
Ten college football country where tailgate parties, Ohio State Buckeyes foot-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

ROBIN K. COOPER

Parents of UAlbany football players tailgate before a recent home game.

“I find very
few things
better than
the college
football
atmosphere. What UAlbany
is building has really been
grass-roots, from playing
in a small, old stadium
to Casey Stadium and
playing a really high level
of football ... You can see it
growing here.”
GREG GATTUSO, University at
Albany football coach.

“There is a
benefit to
competitive
college sports
teams. It
gives you something above
and beyond the college
experience ... It also is a
way for the college to build
stronger relationships with
alumni. If people enjoyed
their college experience,
they are more likely to write
a check when the college
asks for a donation.”
ED LARKIN, a member of the Union
College Fighting Dutchmen Gridiron
Club, graduate of the Class of 2005,
former linebacker and captain of
the Union College football team.
Larkin is the current director of
code services at The Chazen Cos.
engineering firm in Troy.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

“It’s like a roaming smorgasbord,”
says Loretta Ritter of Milford, Pennsylvania, at a tailgate party before the start of
UAlbany’s home game against the University of Rhode Island. Her son, Luke
Ritter, is a junior offensive lineman. “It’s
all about supporting these guys.”
Beyond UAlbany’s Great Danes,
Union’s Fighting Dutchmen and Rensselaer’s Engineers, there is a subculture of college football fans in the Albany region. Alumni groups representing
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schools like the University of Michigan,
Penn State and Ohio State have been
getting together on Saturdays at local
bars to watch their teams play.
Mary Thomas, president of Ohio
State’s Capital Region alumni club, says
college football isn’t as established as it
is in the Midwest, Southeast and West
Coast. She lived in Tennessee, Florida
and Ohio before moving to Wilton in
Saratoga County in 2009.
“I like my football,” Thomas says.

COMMERCIAL TRUCKS
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UAlbany as a football program.”
When Benson arrived in Albany after
helping Old Dominion in Norfolk, Virginia, build a football program from
scratch, a lot of people in Albany weren’t
aware that tailgating is permitted.
Now, close to two dozen parents
drive two to three hours for every home
game, bringing RVs and an entourage of
friends and family, and plenty of food.

C
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Left: The Ohio State University alumni club at the Recovery Room in Malta. Top right: John Johnson, the running back
at Union College when the team went to the championship game in 1983. Bottom right: A UAlbany football game.

When she first moved to the area, she
met up with the Ohio State alumni club
to watch the Buckeyes and some Saturdays she might be the only one who
showed up. That was something she
was determined to change.
Now, it’s common for 30 or more
Buckeye fans and alumni to show up at
the Recovery Room restaurant and bar
in Malta to watch the team.
For Newell, the Union College graduate and longtime season ticket holder,
his passion is not so much about football as it is getting to know the players
and other alumni.
Newell is a Union trustee and
co-founder of the Fighting Dutchmen
Gridiron Club, a booster organization
that has created internship programs
and coordinates trips for the players to
spend time with elementary and middle school students in Schenectady.
“It gives you something above and
beyond the college experience,” says
Ed Larkin, an engineer with the Chazen Cos. in Troy who became friends
with Newell while he was a student at
Union and a linebacker on the football
team. He graduated in 2005.
Football is giving Newell and Larkin
a way to stay involved with Union long
after their days as students.
“Union plays a pretty good brand of
Division III football,” Newell says. “This
is a community and you get to spend
time with people that you only see
during football season.”
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EDC VISION & ADVOCACY

New 2017 Ford

TRANSIT
CONNECT XL
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EDC is the central source for Warren County economic
THE COUNTY
development efforts, as it guides
programs and projects
ADVOCATE
throughout the southern Adirondack region.

Savings!

EDC produces results
through its advocacy
and by building
collaborative publicprivate partnerships
designed to encourage
new investment
opportunities that
create jobs.

SAVE $4,300
OFF MSRP!
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MSRP .......................... $24,300
DePaula Discount .....- $1,800
Ford Rebate ..............- $2,500
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HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

20,000

$
Buy for

HEAVY DUTY TRUCK SHOP TO KEEP YOU ON THE ROAD!
DUMP TRUCKS, UTILITY BODIES, PLOWS, CABS & CHASSIS ON
THE GROUND AND FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE!

EDC Warren County Annual Report | 2016

OUR COMMUNITY

OUR FUTURE
GROWING WARREN COUNTY TOGETHER

Ed Bartholomew, President & CEO
Arlene Girard, Chair
www.edcwc.org
518.761.6007

1

799 Central Ave • Albany 518-489-5414

DePaulaFord.com

With approved credit plus tax, title & MV fees. Auto, 4Cyl. Stk# T1223. Ford rebates retained by dealer. Prices and
incentives based on manufacturer’s programs which are subject to change. Offers can’t be combined. See dealer for
complete details. Expires 11/30/17
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VIEWPOINT

Send letters to the Albany Business Review
40 British American Blvd., Latham, NY 12110
albany@bizjournals.com

The Business Review welcomes letters to the editor

MY THOUGHTS

The essence of college football is here

T

Mike Hendricks is Editor of the
Albany Business Review. Contact
him at 518-640-6809, @AlbBizNews
or mhendricks@bizjournals.com.
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I aspired to go to school there
because of those moments. I aspired
to certain values because of what
my father told me those players
epitomized when they got up after
being knocked down, kept fighting to
the end, and made games close when
they were big underdogs.
Sports is often a great connection
for people; giving common ground
for strangers, and going beyond
fathers and sons. I fear I have passed
this obsession to my daughter.
Michigan football bonded me with
my father. It was a tradition for me
to visit my parents the weekend of
the Ohio State game. Some years,
my dad booked a table for us with
the alumni club in his senior citizen
community in Florida. I knew he
was faltering one year when we
showed up to watch the game and
found he had made the reservation
with the Ohio State alumni club. In
the last days of his life, I was visiting
him while he was overwhelmed with
the confusion of dementia. While he
was restless, confined to his hospital
bed, he asked me who Michigan
played that Saturday. I wanted to test
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his clarity, and said, “You tell me.”
We had eye contact for a moment. He
said, “Michigan State,” chuckled and
then the clarity was gone. It was one
of the last coherent moments I had
with him. What amazed me was that
he was right, it was Michigan State.
Somewhere, my obsession with
big-time college football became less
passionate.
In 2004, Michigan had a freshman
quarterback, Chad Henne, throw a
late interception that keyed a close
loss to Notre Dame that year. I was not
happy with him.
I was teaching a journalism class at
the time and it was a few years after
my daughter had gone through her
own freshman year.
College can be stressful enough
on a young person, particularly their
freshman year, which can be very
dramatic.
Seeing what those students and my
own daughter experienced in college
made me do some reflection on my
attitude about 18- and 19-year-olds
throwing interceptions while playing in
massive stadiums on national television.
I have become more forgiving.
Then there is the exploitation
of all these big institutions – the
universities, television, apparel
companies – making big money off
these kids playing a violent sport.
And more recently, we have learned
about the concussion risks.
In the 1930s, the University of
Chicago dropped football because
it posed a distraction to students.
That made a vacancy for Michigan
State to join the Big Ten. Years later,
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researchers there used a laboratory
at the old football stadium to split the
atom for the first time. The world has
never been the same, and the atom
splitting was a big deal, too.
At times, I wish Michigan would
drop its emphasis on big-time football,
as well; usually after what seems to be
our annual loss to Ohio State.
I know the Michigan football
I experienced as an adolescent
growing up across the street from the
university’s practice field does not
exist. The money, the television rights,
the millions of dollars paid to the
coaches, changed all that.
I do not imagine any neighborhood
children are holding clipboards for
the coach during practice. And any
kid trying to run through the tunnel
during a Michigan State game, as I
did, would probably get turned over
to the authorities.
It is too bad.
We do not have any major college
football programs around here. That
may not be a bad thing.
Those opportunities for kids to see
football players close up still exist,
but away from the Big Ten and SEC
schools. Right around here, we have
Union College and RPI playing small
college, accessible football. Parents
can take their kids to watch the teams
practice. Fans can still bond personally
with players and coaches. Memories
and friendships can still be built
around college football in the small
college football stadiums all around us.
But I know this Saturday, I will be
watching Michigan play Wisconsin. It
is a big game.
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his time of year, my life revolves
around college football. Michigan
football, to be specific.
I have spent too many beautiful
autumn Saturdays in my life cooped up
in my living room to watch Michigan
play. On several trips to China, I would
get up in the middle of the night and
constantly refresh the computer to
“watch” the play-by-play scroll of the
Michigan-Notre Dame game.
I am not alone. Michigan football is a
big deal to a lot of people. Where I grew
up, there are only two kinds of people.
Either you are a Michigan partisan or a
Michigan State fan. It does not matter if
you went to one of those schools.
Michigan has the largest collegeowned football stadium in the
country, filling it with more than
100,000 fans for every home game.
As a business, it is one of the most
successful in the country.
It wasn’t that way when I was
growing up in Ann Arbor. The teams
were mediocre, but accessible. The
stadium never filled up. As a 5-year-old,
I was playfully lifted up in the air by
my father’s classmate and friend, Jim
Pace, Michigan’s All-American halfback
(that’s what they were called then) and
that moment probably determined
where I would go to college.
As a 12-year-old, I went to many
of the team practices a few blocks
from my home after school. I held the
players’ helmets while they took water
breaks. I stood on the sidelines for
the spring scrimmage. I ran through
the tunnel, during the Michigan State
game, no less. Michigan Stadium was
my playground.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK

We want to hear your opinion on the
issues you read about in the Business
Review. Submit letters to the editor
to albany@bizjournals.com or call
Editor Mike Hendricks at 518-6406809 with questions.
A few guidelines: Keep it brief and
civil and remember to mention
which news story you’re writing
about. No anonymous letters will
be printed. All submissions become
the property of the Albany Business
Review and will not be returned.
Submissions may be edited and may
be published or otherwise used in
any medium.

